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Introductory remarks 

By defining a system for explaining linguistic changes consistently, the formulation of the 

Comparative Method marks one of the greatest advances, or even the birth, of modern historical 

linguistics. The Neogrammarians applied this method on data from Indo-European languages and, by 

formulating countless soundlaws, made wide-ranging discoveries. In addition, as the well-known 

example of, e.g., Verner’s Law shows, they also refined the method by stating that even exceptions 

to the soundlaws are systematic and regulated. 

An issue worth considering during these local “ljubljee days” of Indo-European linguistics is, 

however, on how limited a conditioning and on how few corroborating examples we may justifiably 

base a soundlaw. I will discuss this issue by presenting the case outlined below. 

 

Case: The development of two structurally unexpected root nouns in Proto-Norse 

Some scholars (Antonsen 1975: 21, Seebold 1994, etc.) allege either or both of Proto-Norse gauþR 

’barker, shouter’ and unwodR ‘the calm one’ to be root nouns. However, the phonotactics of gauþR 

(Hansen 2016) and the word-formation pattern of unwodR (Wackernagel 1957: 105) defy what is 

normally expected in Proto-Norse (and Proto-Indo-European) root nouns, and we would understand 

them better as vocalic stems. 

Two obvious explanatory models for the possible transitions from vocalic stems to root nouns come 

to mind. Either we must attempt to apply structural-functional models of declension-class profiles 

and shifts, or we need to propose early syncope caused by a soundlaw a(/i?) > Ø / 

V:[+rounded]C[+(inter)dental,+obstruent,-sibilant]__R#. As for the latter (maybe more traditional) explanation, my 

paper will focus on the probability of such a soundlaw with a limited conditioning and only a few 

corroborating examples, but still without exceptions. 

 

Final remarks 

Needless to say, the value of methodological awareness and criticism is not confined to the evaluation 

of this Proto-Norse soundlaw. Also with other problems of a similar nature, e.g. the soundlaw V:[+high, 

-nasal] > V[+high,-nasal] / __t# that finds support only in the Germanic pret.opt.3.sg. forms (Boutkan 1995: 

42, 338), we may reasonably question – although not automatically or too hastily disparage – the 

explanatory value of the Comparative Method. 

The overall purpose of my paper is thus not to discard the Comparative Method, but merely to discuss 

when – and when not – it is appropriate to apply (only) it. 
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